Instructions for use:

1. Freeze: Freeze ice pack prior to shipping water samples.

2. Complete Sample Submission Form: Each number on the submission form should correspond to the same number on each vial. If you have ordered Additional Vials (Item #80100), use a permanent marker to label vials in sequential order, up to 16 vials per shipment. Add the device locations (e.g., Room 7 A/W Syringe) to the proper corresponding line on the Submission Form.

3a. 3b. 3c. 3d. Test your source water (faucet or dispenser) occasionally or after a failed test.

Sample: Fill vials to approximately 3/4 full and cap tightly, sampling only one device in each vial. (Do not mix samples.) Sample #1 on the sample submission form and the vial should correspond.

4a. 4b. Package: Place the frozen refrigerant pack and all of the water samples in the nylon pouch. Place the nylon pouch and the sample submission form in the silver insulated mailer, seal the zip-lock and insert everything into the FedEx Clinical Pak. Remove adhesive backing and tightly seal FedEx Clinical Pak. Deliver to any FedEx drop box, or driver. Overnight Shipping is prepaid! Go to: http://www.fedex.com/us/dropbox/ for detailed pickup times using the FedEx drop box locator.
Dental Waterline Testing Service

FedEx Shipping instructions:

5a) DELIVER TO A FEDEX DROP BOX

5b) Include with your regular pickup.
If no drop box or location is convenient, go to FedEx.com or call 800.463.3339 to include with your regular FedEx pickup.

Deliver to a FedEx drop box by 3:00pm or to any FedEx shipping location including all Walgreens.

Remember:

- Ship samples in the FedEx Clinical Pak. DO NOT SHIP IN A BOX.
- Samples should be sent overnight on Monday–Thursday.
- Don’t ship on Fridays or days preceding a holiday.
- Testing is conducted the same day samples are received. There is a 7-day incubation period. Results will be sent electronically.
- We have a team of experts that can help you with any questions about water testing and waterline maintenance.

Call our Water Testing Hotline at 888-843-3343 • M–F 8–5 PM MST
7042 South Revere Pkwy Suite 400 • Centennial CO 80112